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The Digistop is suitable for connecting to most woodworking machines to provide an
accurate length measuring system. A manually controlled carriage rides on an extruded
Aluminium rail. The stop position is illuminated on the control console and is adjusted
via a conveniently placed handwheel - one revolution of which gives approximately
.3m increment.

* Low cost

* Accurate

* Versatile

CONTROL CONSOLE
Suitable for fixing to satisfy operator preference.
Digital display ¡n 1mm increments plus datum
button and on-off control.

CARRIAGE
Carried on linear bearings and
including a swing-away spring
buffered stop allowing lor excessive
timber lengths to be accommodated.
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Max. saw to stop (standard) 2.3m

Max. saw to stop (special) 3.8m

Roller tables in multiple of 2m

Roller table height (standard) 900mm

Power Supply 240v. 1ph. 50H2.

Unit fitted with 2m lead '13 amp plug
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ffiThe Microstop 50 ¡s an efficient
value-for-money automatic
length stop system for use on manually
loaded cut-off saws, mortisers, boring
machines, and any other machines
where fast and accurate positioning of
the workpiece is required. Comprises
driven carriage carry¡ng spring loaded
bufler stop, lraversing rail and
microprocessor controller.

Microstop 50
More accuracy, less waste

¡le Three operating modes -
Manual selection of stop positions.
Automatic selection of stop pos¡tions from
memory.
Cycling of positions to pre-determined programme

ie Can be retrofitted to machine or production line. .

àß Free-standing or integral installation

* Reliable and accurate to + 0.1 mm.

.,Ne Long trouble free service with minimum maintenance
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COMPACT CONTROLLER
Compact free-standing programmable
conlroller, sealed against ingress of dust
and moisture for reliable service. Touch
sensitive conlrols and key switches, with a
4-position programme offering capacity of
400 stop positions (4 x 100), all with
battery back up.

DRIVEN CARRIAGE
Driven carriage carried by seâled bearings on
special aluminium rail, extendable in 2 metre
lengths. Powerlul d.c. motor drive offers fast
positioning at 8om/min.
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Positioning speed:

Accuracy:

Rail length:

Power supply:

80m/min

+0.1mm

2-10 metres in 2m increments

240V 50 Hz
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